INTRODUCTION
Relevant. to problems that involve particle-loss rates to the atmosphere is the evaluation of the effective atmospheric_density traversed by geomagnetically trapped particles. In order to limit computation time, it is customary to invoke the assumption that particle motion is completely described by the leading terms in the asymptotic series :for the adiabatically invariant magnetic moment, ~ = <m{ /2B) + ••• , and the longitudinal adiabatic invariant, J = j Pjj. ds + • .
• . [Northrop, 1963] . The calculations of Newkirk and Walt [1964] , Blanchard and Hess [1964] , Cornwall, Sims and White [1965] , and Hassitt [1965] were carried out according to this procedure. The effective atmospheric ! densities that have been calculated pertain, therefore, to an average along the particle's guiding-center motion, rather than to the actual trajectory of the particle. For low-rigidity particles, the guidingcenter approximation is certainly valid for atmosphere averaging. For energetic protons, E ~ 100 MeV, however, the gyroradii become comparable to the scale-height of the atmosphere at low altitudes and, as a result, the atmospheric densities encountered by the particle may differ appreciably from those encountered by its guiding center.
The need for a more accurate calculation of effective atmospheric densities traversed by low-altitvde mirroring protons stems from the experiments of Heckman and Nakano [1965] . By 
k=l where R denotes altitude (km) B.tld c 1 (R) concentration {number/cm3) the present uncertainties in the hydrogen densities at these altitudes [Cornwall et al., 19651 . Whereas the H and P model gives a hydrogen .
concentration that is less at solar minimum than at solar maximum, the Johnson model, as well as that of Anderson and Francis [1965] , indicates that the concentration is greater at minimum. On the basis of the H and P model, hydrogen concentrations at solar minimum can be predieted that differ by ne~ly an order of magnitude from that based on the John~on solar-minimum-atmospheric model (Fig. 2 ). ·For this reason we have chosen these two models for computation and comparison. At solar maximum there are no significant differences among the model atmospheres, and we have taken the time-averaged H and P 8=200 atmosphere as representative for this period of the solar cycle.
Atmospheric density and stopping power. 'lb.e density and stopping power of the atmosphere were computed by a subroutine called AIR, which was given the proton's kinetic energy T, altitude R, and ... ·.
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The formula for the stopping power for element i, (dT/ds)i, expressed - [Fano, 199j~~; r . .
~~
Specified by the initial conditions for the orqtt calculations were the particle's kinetic energy, altitude, co-lat4tude, and longitude at its minimum mirror-point altitude. The atmospheric density and stopping power were calculated at 40-km intervals along the particle '·s traJectory. The atmospheric density was also calculated for the orbit's e) the mirror-point coordinates of the guiding center, R', 9', ~,, and magnetic-field value B(R').
Upon completion of the integrations, quantities a)" through d) were summed over J.., the number of mirror pointe.
When the initial conditions of the orbit were chosen to be the po~nt '· of maximum atmospheric dens! ty, the atmosphere traversed per bounce .. •, ·'
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as does its guiding center. Above 250 kilometers, h~jever,, the ·~''' . r ~ differences between the effective atmospheres encountered by a particle ~~ and its guiding center are clearly less important than those due to solar-cycle changes in the composition and density of the atmosphere.
The final results of these calculations are given in Fig. 6 , where the altitude dependence of the density scale q·eight, h, of each , o 2 , and 0 (AJz = 2) and the rate of energy loss is proportional . to ·the atmospheric density, h6E. is equal to hp. Above 300 km, the presence of the helium and hydrogen components becomes increasingly evident. Owing to ch_anges in the average A/z ratio and the (increased) stopping power of the atmosphere, the ionization energy losses no longer are proportional to atmospheric· density. As a consequence, h6E is' greater than hp at the higher altitudes.
Differences in the effective atmospheres averagf,~ ove~ the particle In order to determine the sensitivity of the effective scaleheight curves (Fig. 6) to changes in the concentration of hydrogen, we arbitrarily increased the hydrogen concentration in the H and P S = 100 atmosphere 2.5 times. We find that the resultant effective scale-heights calculated from this modified atmospheric model are increased by only 0.75 to 1.4~ (maximum) ·over those calculated with the unmodified atmospheric model. protons:
a) The effective atmospheric density averaged over the particle's motion is about twice the density averaged over the guiding-center's trajectory.
b) The scale-heights, h and h 1 , evaluated from the above- c) The changes in atmospheric composition with increasing altitude cause the ratio h6E/hp to change from 1 (at low altitudes • where 6E a: p) to 1.6 (owing to the increased stopping power of the He , and H constituents), the actual number again depending on altitude and time in the solar cycle. Because of the averaging effects of · particle motion, the effective scale heights hp'' hp' and h6E increasingly diverge from h, the vertical density scale-height above 400 to 500 km.
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